
Don’t Let Bad Grammar Cost You Business 
 

Poor Writing Is a Turnoff for a Lot of People 
 
You might be an expert in your field, and you might provide a top-quality product or service, but 
if the writing on your website is sloppy or unclear, you’ll lose business because a bad 
presentation creates a bad impression. We know that writing is not everyone’s strength, and we 
know that even skilled writers make mistakes they don’t catch on there own.  
 
Did you spot the mistake above? If you didn’t, it’s a perfect example of how our own eyes often 
don’t see our own mistakes because we’re “seeing” what we think instead of what we actually 
write. 
 
We provide a software program that catches the kinds of writing errors that can make viewers 
question your professionalism and expertise. Maybe the idea of losing customers over some 
spelling and punctuation errors sounds unfair, but it’s a real thing nonetheless. Our software 
helps protect you from that so you can focus on what you do best. 
 
What Does Our Software Do? 
 
Our software scans your website and finds typos, grammatical errors, and unclear sentences. In 
addition, it make suggested corrections. Perfection is just a click away. 
 
Even better, we can scan websites in over 50 different languages.  
 
But here’s a closer look at what our scans can do: 
 

● Flagging slang. Slang and jargon work for people familiar with them, but they’re Greek to 
everyone else. We’ll help you eliminate slang and jargon so that you can broaden your 
base. 

● Spotting incorrect names. That includes brand names. You won’t lose suspicious users, 
and customers will trust you more. 

● Identifying misuse of homonyms, words that sound alike but have completely different 
meanings (like dear and deer). 

● Marking errors in punctuation, spelling, clarity, pronoun-antecedent agreement, and 
more. 

 
What Can You Expect from Our Software? 
 
We know that you’re busy and don’t have time to delve into arcane minutiae, so here’s how we 
make it easy: 
 



After we scan your site, you’ll get results arranged in an easy-to-use dashboard format. On a 
page-by-page basis, you can view errors. 
 
In addition, your dashboard will show you the total number of errors, how frequently particular 
errors occur, and which pages have more errors. 
 
Does This Really Matter? 
 
Yes, it does. It matters a lot. 
 
It’s worth repeating that writing is not everyone’s strength, and it’s worth noting that writing 
ability is not always an indicator of one’s intelligence or skill. And that’s okay. 
 
That’s why we’re here. You didn’t go into business to wow everyone with your mastery of 
comma usage. You went into business because you’re really good at what you do.  
 
It’s easy to say that good grammar is good for a business, but it might resonate more if we talk 
about how bad grammar can be detrimental, so here are 4 ways bad writing can hurt your 
business: 
 

● A Poor First Impression. There is research showing that people viewing a poorly 
written site are less likely to make a purchase. Misspellings and bad grammar are things 
that many people notice right away. 

● Questions About Professionalism and Expertise. If the writing on your website isn’t 
good, customers will also wonder if the work you do is equally careless. That gives them 
a reason to look somewhere else. 

● Misinformed Customers. Sometimes just one misplaced comma or misspelled word 
can change the meaning of an entire sentence. When information is unclear because of 
bad writing, customers can get confused or receive an inaccurate impression. If they’re 
not getting the answers they need and still have questions, they’re going to take their 
business elsewhere. 

● Lawsuits. In extreme cases, bad writing can cause someone to misuse a product. If 
injury or financial loss follows, the potential of a lawsuit exists. Even if the lawsuit seems 
frivolous, defending your business against it will cost time and money and can generate 
bad publicity. Good writing is an easy way to avoid this kind of unforced error. 

 
It’s always a good idea to have a second set of eyes since it’s so easy to miss your own 
mistakes. Our online spell checker that actually does much more than check spelling is an easy, 
convenient tool to help you polish your website. As the saying goes, perception is reality. If what 
people are reading is clear and correct, that builds confidence and trust. Viewers confident that 
they’re dealing with professionals are more likely to convert to paying customers. So yes, these 
“little” things matter!  
 



 
 
 
 
 
IMPORTANT: This written material has been prepared based on sources which you 
provided. Neither Flocksy or the creative who wrote the copy makes any claims whatsoever 
as to the accuracy of the information contained within, and they are not responsible for any 
legal or financial difficulty resulting from the use of this written material. We encourage you 
to review it thoroughly before disseminating it or using it in trade. 
 
SOURCES USED: 
 
https://prowritingaid.com/en/App/Features 
https://www.grammarly.com/grammar-check 
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